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SOILS OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES AND THEIR USE-MAY.

THE VOLUSIA LOAM.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

The Volusia loam is an important general farming soil, extensively

developed in the elevated plateau region of northern Pennsylvania,
southern and central New York, and extreme northeastern Ohio.

Seven soil surveys made in this general region have included a total

of 554,082 acres of this type. It is estimated that the total extent of

the Volusia loam will aggregate not less than 2,500,000 acres.

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOIL AND SUBSOIL.

The surface soil of the Volusia loam to an average depth of 8 or 10

inches is a brown or yellowish-brown loam, somewhat gray and ashy
where drainage conditions have not become well established. The
subsoil is usually a yellow or mottled yellow and gray silty loam,

compact and dense in the upper portion, but filled with flat shale and

sandstone fragments at greater depths. Both soil and subsoil are

well filled with small chips and fragments of shale and sandstone

and the type is not infrequently known as
" black gravel

" land from

this circumstance.

The Volusia loam is derived from a heavy covering of glacial till

which overlies the plateau region of southern New York and north-

ern Pennsylvania. The materials forming this type are chiefly of

local derivation, since the glacial ice reworked the shale and sand-

stone rock of the region with a small accession of stony and earthy
material brought in from localities farther north. These were ac-

cumulated to a considerable depth within the valleys and along the

lower slopes of the hills, but form only a thin coating at the highest

elevations. The total depth of the materials from which the Volusia

loam is derived varies from 2 or 3 feet to a maximum of more than

100 feet. This influences the agricultural value of the soil, the deeper

areas constituting the best farming lands within the type.

The Volusia loam is characterized by the universal presence of in-

numerable fragments of shale and sandstone in both the soil and

subsoil and by its brown surface soil and yellowish-brown subsoil.
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4 SOILS OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES.

It occurs in the plateau region along the New York-Pennsylvania
line and in northeastern Ohio as the deeper and more fertile member
of the Volusia series, usually at lower elevations than the Volusia silt

loam.

SURFACE FEATURES AND DRAINAGE.

The surface features of the Volusia loam are those of a smoothed

and rounded plateau region. The type occupies the valley slopes,

the rounded shoulders of the hills, and the rolling to nearly level

upland. Practically all of its surface is rolling to hilly, but only a

small percentage of its total area is too steep to permit of the use of

practically all forms of modern farm machinery. In absolute eleva-

tion the surface of the type lies at altitudes of 600 to 1,000 feet above

sea level in northeastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania, ris-

ing to elevations of 1,500 feet or more in the highlands along the

New York-Pennsylvania line. The greater portion of the type lies

between 1,000 and 1
}
500 feet above sea level.

The surface is rarely level. Even the undulating portion of the

surface of the plateau is crossed by sharply sloping ridges of glacial

moraine and broken by deeply cut gorges and stream channels. The
natural drainage features of the type vary considerably within local

areas. The greater portion is fairly well drained in its natural con-

dition, though many small swampy areas still exist, and upon the

majority of farms the natural conditions would be improved by the

installation of tile underdrains.

Only the steeper slopes within the type are liable to suffer in any

great degree from erosion, and as these are commonly maintained

in permanent pasture or wood lot the soil losses from such causes

are slight.
LIMITATIONS IN USE.

The Volusia loam is located in a rolling to hilly country, with

heavy annual precipitation, a considerable portion of which takes

the form of heavy winter snowfall. It lies along latitude 42 North,
and the growing season is consequently short at the altitudes at which

it occurs. The type is therefore somewhat limited in its crop adap-

tations, although it produces fair to good yields of those crops espe-

cially well suited to northern, humid climates. Corn is almost uni-

versally grown and practically all of the crop is fed on the farm.

Oats constitute the chief small-grain crop, though some winter wheat

and a small acreage of barley are grown. Buckwheat is an impor-
tant crop. Hay and pasturage grasses cover by far the greatest

acreage on the type, which is especially well suited to grass produc-
tion. A small acreage of potatoes is grown on nearly every farm.

Hardy northern varieties of apples are well suited to production

upon the better drained areas which also possess proper local eleva-
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tion. Small farm orchards include such standard varieties as the

Baldwin, Northern Spy, Rhode Island Greening, Twenty Ounce,

Tompkins King, and Duchess of Oldenberg. Few commercial
orchards have been planted.
The Volusia loam is characteristically a small-grain and grass soil,

upon which corn is successfully grown where drainage is adequate
and the elevation is not too great. It may also be used for the home
orchard and for commercial apple growing where the depth of soil

and subsoil is considerable, the drainage good, and the exposure
proper.

IMPROVEMENTS IN SOIL EFFICIENCY.

The first requisite for the improvement of the crop-producing ca-

pacity of the type is the establishment of complete drainage upon
the individual farm. Usually each farm possesses level or slightly

depressed tracts which accumulate the surface waters from higher

lying lands or which are rendered swampy by seepage waters. Such
areas remain sodden and cold until late in the spring. Some crops,

such as corn, may not be grown upon them at all and others are

seeded so late that yields are reduced and danger from frost is in-

curred. In midsummer these same areas become baked and droughty,
and crop yields are further reduced. In most cases the laying of a

few rods of tile underdrains would completely and permanently

remedy this condition. The early settlers laid stone drains, which

were fairly effective until they became clogged. An expenditure of

$10 per acre for the tiling of such wet areas would be amply repaid

by increased and certain crop yields upon many thousand acres of the

Volusia loam. The initial expense of tiling has deterred farmers

from undertaking this improvement, but it should be considered as

one of the most permanent and profitable investments.

Practically all of the Volusia loam would be improved by applica-

tions of lime. Very little calcareous material has entered into the

glacial till from which the type has been derived and practically no

lime has been added to it in the usual farm practice where it chiefly

occurs. In the early days of settlement wood ashes were frequently

applied to this soil with excellent results, but in more recent years
these have not been available and no other form of lime has been

used in their place. Without the liming of the soil alfalfa can not

be grown at all upon the Volusia loam and it is becoming progres-

sively more difficult to get a good stand of clover. For the effective

improvement of the Volusia loam burned stone lime should be

slacked and applied once in the regular rotation of crops at the rate

of not less than 1 ton per acre. Where available, the ground lime-

stone may be used instead at the rate of 3 or 4 tons per acre. In

some localities marl may be obtained, and this should be applied at

the rate of not less than 2 tons per acre. The lime may be applied
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either upon ground already prepared for corn or upon the land pre-

pared for oats immediately prior to the seeding in of grass and
clover. In any case, when the burned lime is used, an interval of at

least 10 days should elapse between the application of the lime and

any seeding.

Both drainage and liming are necessary as preliminary steps to

the incorporation of larger quantities of organic matter in the sur-

face soil. Throughout the region where the Volusia loam occurs,

dairying is the chief agricultural occupation, and stable manure the

main source of organic matter. On many farms it is carefulty saved

and regularly applied to the corn crop. In too many cases it is al-

lowed to accumulate during the winter and is applied in the spring
in a badly leached condition. The immediate application of manure
as it is made or, if this is not possible, the storing of the manure in a

manure shed is essential to preserve the liquid portion, containing
a large part of the ammonia. Manure, thus saved and applied, is

the best form of organic matter for the maintenance of the fertility

of the Volusia loam. In addition to the stable manure it is a good

practice to use some form of phosphoric acid as a mineral fertilizer

upon this soil. On dairy farms the ground phosphate rock, or floats,

may be used as an absorbent in the stable and the requisite amount
of phosphoric acid easily applied. The use of acid phosphate for the

same purpose has been successful.

Upon farms where the sale of grass and grain takes the place of

the more common dairy farming it is essential to adopt other

methods for the maintenance and restoration of organic matter. The
best green manuring crop for the Volusia loam is clover plowed under

as a preparation for the production of corn. In order to secure the

clover stand, the soil must be limed and some form of phosphoric acid

applied in the majority of cases. The first crop may be cut as hay
and the second, or rowen crop, turned under. This method presup-

poses a rather short crop rotation in which a corn crop is followed by
a small grain and that by a stand of clover or mixed timothy and

clover.

In extreme cases, where it is necessary to rejuvenate poorly farmed

land, buckwheat may be sown in midsummer and plowed under in

the fall when about 1 foot high. It furnishes a considerable amount
of green manure which is easily decomposed in the soil. This prac-
tice is best suited for farms where potatoes are grown as a money
crop, as a profitable crop of the latter may be expected when buck-

wheat has been plowed into the land.

Upon the majority of farms on the Volusia loam the present system
of crop rotation is not well suited to maintain the soil fertility. Corn
is followed by oats with which mixed timothy and clover are seeded.

The meadows are then cut for a period ranging from three to five
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years or until the hay cut scarcely pays for the labor. The rotation

could be shortened through plowing the sod land the second year
and returning to corn. The advantage would lie in turning under
a much larger amount of roots and stubble before the clover had

entirely disappeared from the seeding. High cost of labor has

resulted in the lengthening of the period devoted to grass.

LIMITATIONS UPON SPECIAL CROPS.

A small acreage of potatoes is grown upon nearly every farm in

the region occupied by the Volusia loam, constituting the cash crop

grown in connection with dairying. Where the surface soil is deep,

easily worked, and well supplied with organic matter, the crop is suc-

cessful. Good drainage and an abundant supply of humus in the sur-

face soil are prerequisite to success with the crop. The land should

not be limed immediately before potatoes are grown. Where clover

or buckwheat can be plowed under as a green manuring crop, the

potatoes make an unusually good growth.
For orchard planting only those portions of the Volusia loam

should be selected which possess good soil and air drainage. The
total depth of soil and subsoil should be in excess of 4 feet and the

best orchard sites upon the type are those crossed by low ridges of

moraines. These are usually well drained and the subsoil is more

open and more easily penetrated by the tree roots.

Upon mucky areas, which have accumulated in depressed posi-

tions, cabbages and onions may be grown to advantage upon farms

which are well situated with regard to local markets.

Small fruits, especially for home use, should be planted upon the

warmer and better drained phases of the type which will need to be

heavily fertilized with stable manures. The cane fruits and straw-

berries thrive in such situations.

EXTENT OF OCCUPATION.

At least 75 per cent of the Volusia loam is occupied for the produc-
tion of farm crops or for grazing purposes. It is probable that ap-

proximately one-half of the type is used for regular crop rotations

and the remainder is in permanent pasture and wood lot. Nearly

every farm is about equally divided between arable land and pasture,

with a small wood lot usually located upon the steeper slopes or on

land too rough and rocky to be used for either pasture or farm land.

Within the past 25 years there has been a decided tendency in many
localities to restrict the area of the type given over to cropping. As

a result increased acreages are thrown into pasture or are allowed

to grow up to scattered brush and timber. This is unnecessary if

proper care is taken with the drainage and liming of the tilled fields,
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as they are capable, under proper management, of producing as good
crops as at any period in their cultivation. Scarcity of labor, lack

of capital, the passing of woolgrowing, and various other causes are

adduced to explain this decrease in tilled acreage upon the Volusia

loam. It is noticeable, however, that where good markets for dairy

products exist or where a system of dairying and potato growing
has been adopted, the type has held its own and the acreage culti-

vated and the crops secured have at least been maintained.

There is an excellent opportunity upon the Volusia loam to secure

cheap lands, capable of improvement at a reasonable cost and adapted
to the best forms of modern dairying and sheep raising. In some

localities apples may be planted and small fruits grown.

CROP ADAPTATIONS.

The Volusia loam is primarily a small-grain and grass soil. Tim-

othy gives excellent yields upon properly treated land, and it is

sown alone or with red clover upon large acreages of the type. It

is probable that over 40 per cent of the total area of the type is de-

voted to hay, while a large part of the rougher land is given to pas-

turage.
The yields of hay secured vary considerably between the best fields

and those which have been neglected. Where a reasonably short

rotation is practiced and dairying is the main occupation, the mixed

grasses give yields ranging from 1 to 2 tons per acre. Even the

latter high yield is sometimes exceeded under particularly favorable

circumstances. In general, the yields of hay may be stated as 1 to 1|

tons under the most widespread conditions of grass growing.
Some difficulty has been experienced in securing a seeding to clover

during the past few years and many farmers are using alsike clover

in place of the red. Two primary causes have given rise to the diffi-

culty in growing the red clover. The first is the universal need for

liming the type before the leguminous crops may be grown to ad-

vantage. The other is that the clover is seeded with oats, which

make a heavy growth of foliage, and the crop is cut when the clover

is tender and watery and during the most heated and droughty period
of the summer. Frequently good seedings are practically ruined by
a few weeks of late midsummer drought. Upon all dairy farms,
where the production of hay and roughage is the primary object, a

much better practice is to sow mixed Canada field peas, beardless

barley, and oats to be cut as a hay crop at a much earlier date than

oats are usually harvested. The part of the mixed-grain crop not

fed green to the dairy herd becomes a very valuable hay for winter

feeding, and the clover seeded with this crop is given a far better

opportunity to make a stand.
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Another difficulty with grass production upon this type is the

tendency to allow the grass lands to remain too long before plowing.
As a result the clovers run out, native grasses not so valuable as the

timothy invade the fields with a consequent decline in the quantity
and quality of the hay cut. Shorter rotations and the use of lime

will improve these conditions and permit the production of the large

crops of hay which the Volusia loam is naturally fitted to yield.

The most important small-grain crop grown upon the Volusia loam
is oats. It constitutes practically the only grain crop grown in many
localities. The normal yield of oats for the type is in the vicinity of

35 bushels per acre. Yields rarely fall below 25 bushels, and in

numerous cases a crop of 50 bushels per acre has been produced.
Next to hay, the oat crop is best adapted to the type. No large

acreage of oats is usually sown upon the individual farm, but each

farmer grows from 5 to 40 acres each year, depending upon the size

of the farm and the necessity for securing a seeding 'to grass with the

oat crop. The grain produced is usually heavy, bright, and of high

quality. Oats are sometimes sold from the farm, but usually the

greater part of the crop is fed to the horses or ground with corn for

feeding to the dairy herd.

Barley is grown to a limited extent upon the Volusia loam, the

yields ranging from 18 to 30 bushels per acre. Some winter wheat

is grown in a few localities, but the crop has almost disappeared from

the region in which the type is found.

The production of corn upon the Volusia loam is possible at all

of the lower elevations. At the higher altitudes only the flint varie-

ties will mature in some of the shorter seasons, but at the lower ele-

vations in northeastern Ohio and northwestern Pennsylvania the

dent corns are also grown, both for grain production and for silage.

Corn yields from 25 to 40 bushels of grain per acre under the normal

conditions of the type. Yields as high as 50 bushels are secured by
the best growers in the lower altitudes. Upon poorly drained land

the crop frequently fails and is harrowed out for the seeding in of

buckwheat.

By far the greater proportion of the corn produced upon the

Volusia loam is fed upon the farm, either ground with other grains
or as silage. Grown as a silage crop the yields amount to 8 or 10

tons per acre in normal years. Corn may be sufficiently matured for

cutting into the silo at altitudes above those where it is a certain

grain crop. This practice is gradually extending.
Buckwheat is one of the important crops grown upon the Volusia

loam. The crop is seeded chiefly upon land which could not be pre-

pared in season for the planting of corn or potatoes or else it is grown
as a catch crop upon land originally prepared for corn and where,
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through any cause, the corn failed to make a good growth. The

yields of buckwheat range from 12 to 25 bushels per acre with a

general average of about 18 bushels. The grain is ground for the

flour and the bran or middlings constitutes a feed stuff rich in protein
and much used in connection with corn when fed to dairy cows.

The straw is supposed to have a low feed value, but constitutes an

excellent organic manure or bedding.
A small acreage of potatoes is grown upon nearly every farm on

the Volusia loam. The yields secured are extremely variable, rang-

ing from almost total failure in unfavorable seasons to 250 bushels

per acre where the cultivation and care of the crop is understood.

With proper preparation and treatment the Volusia loam is a very

good potato soil and the growing of the crop might well be extended.

Dairying constitutes the chief present form of agriculture upon
the Volusia loam. The type is most successfully tilled to those crops
which are used by the dairy farmer, and corn, oats, and mixed hay
dominate the type. For their utilization nearly every farm maintains

from 6 to 50 head of dairy cows, depending upon the size of the

farm and the demand for dairy products. A large proportion of

the milk is made into butter at local creameries or into cheese at

cooperative or proprietary cheese factories. Where milk-shipping
facilities exist market milk is produced or cream is shipped. In

conjunction with dairying and growing out of it, veal and pork
are produced as by-products of the feeding of skim milk and whey
from the creameries and cheese factories.

Formerly the Volusia loam supported large numbers of sheep, and

the annual wool clip was an important item in the farm accounts.

More recently the number of sheep maintained has very greatly de-

creased and spring lambs constitute the most important sales by the

sheep growers now engaged in farming this type of soil.

The Volusia loam is well suited to the maintenance of a good type
of live-stock husbandry, the form of which should be determined

by the local market demands. In general dairying should be the

leading occupation, but the fattening of beef cattle, the feeding of

sheep and swine, and the breeding of high-class horses for farm use,

all have their place upon this soil.

FARM EQUIPMENT.

The equipment of farm buildings upon the Volusia loam is gen-

erally good and well suited to the dairy uses to which it is chiefly

devoted. The majority of farms are improved with a comfortable

farmhouse and outbuildings. The large dairy barn is frequently
the most expensive building upon the farm, while silos are coming
into general use for the storing of the corn crop.
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The equipment of work stock is not always so satisfactory since

many lightweight teams are used upon these rolling to hilly lands.

The farm machinery in use varies considerably from rather de-

ficient equipment upon remote and poorly farmed lands to the best

modern machinery upon well-equipped dairy farms. Heavier teams

and more labor-saving machinery might be used to advantage.
In addition to the usual outfit of work stock and tools the ma-

jority of farms upon the Volusia loam support dairy herds ranging
in number from 6 to 50 head. Some of these herds are well-selected

grades or full-bloods of the leading dairy breeds, but the vast ma-

jority are grades or native stock of no particular breeding. A great

improvement in the condition of the dairy farms could be effected

by the use of full-blood sires and the systematic grading up of the

herds. The dairy herds upon many of the farms constitute the

chief investment of the farmer aside from the title to the land.

SUMMARY.

The Volusia loam is an important general farming and dairying
soil found in southern New York, northern Pennsylvania, and north-

eastern Ohio.

The type lies at altitudes ranging from 600 to 1,500 feet above sea

level, and its surface is rolling to hilly with a small proportion of

land so sloping as to be too steep for cultivation.

The greater part of the Volusia loam is fairly well drained natu-

rally, but depressed and level areas upon nearly every farm would be

improved by the installation of tile underdrainage.
This type is an excellent soil for the production of grass for hay or

pasturage and is largely devoted to those uses. Oats constitute the

chief small-grain crop, and barley and winter wheat are grown to a

limited extent. At all of the lower elevations corn is successfully

grown for grain, while even at the highest altitudes the flint varieties

may be grown for silage. Buckwheat is an important catch crop,

giving good yields of grain. Potatoes are grown upon nearly every

farm, but only on a limited acreage.

For the improvement of crop yields the Volusia loam quite gener-

ally needs better drainage, liming, and the incorporation of addi-

tional organic matter in the surface soil.

Special crops are not generally grown upon the type, although

hardy winter apples are well suited to production upon well-drained

areas of proper local elevation. Cabbage and onions may be grown

upon unusually mucky portions of the type after they have been

drained. Small fruits thrive upon well-drained, somewhat gravelly

phases of this soil.
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The farm equipment of the Volusia loam generally includes the

dairy barn and silo in addition to the dwelling and smaller sheds.

The work stock used is frequently light in weight, and heavier teams

should be employed.
In addition to the ordinary farm equipment, the majority of farms

on the Volusia loam are stocked with dairy cattle, either grades or

full-bloods of the dairy breeds. Hogs and veal calves are sold as a

by-product of the dairy business, and some few farms still maintain

tiocks of sheep for mutton and lamb production.

Approved.
JAMES WILSON,

Secretary of Agriculture.

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 19, 1912.



APPENDIX.

The following table shows the extent of the Volnsia loam in the areas snr-

veyed to this time. In the first column is stated the particular soil survey in

which the soil was encountered, in the second column its extent in acres, and
in the third column the volume of the Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils

in which the report upon the area may be found. Those desiring a detailed

description of the soil and of the general conditions which surround it in any

particular area may consult these volumes in almost any public library.

Areas of the Volusia loam encountered in the soil survey.

Surveys.
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